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in the century they were one in six and by 1800 were below that rate.67
Hanway's experiences as a Governor convinced him that the Found-
ling Hospital could not provide a satisfactory alternative to die parish
care of children. He therefore evolved a plan for forcing the parish
officers to do their duty. First, between 1757 and 1763, he visited every
workhouse in London and collected and published facts and figures as
to the death-rate among infants. These were 'so melancholy that they
were generally disbelieved'. His object was to bring shame and a whole-
some rivalry to bear upon parish officers by pillorying some parishes
and praising and encouraging those whose records were least bad. He
discovered the difficulty of getting precise figures, *some officers not
chusing to say, "all our children have died"/ He therefore in 1762
obtained an Act obliging all the parishes within the Bills to keep a
register of infants giving minute particulars as to their reception, death
or discharge, making returns to the Company of Parish Clerks (as in
the case of baptisms and burials) who were to compile a yearly abstract.
In December 1763 Hanway wrote an open letter (published in the
magazines and newspapers) to the vestries and parish officers within
the Bills.
It is very obvious that this annual register is meant to strike alarm on the
breast of those on whose humanity and circumspection the lives of these poor
babes depends and not simply to inform us that such a number of them died.
... This Register is a favourite child of mine, I mean to watch the progress of
it, and as far as may be in my power, to do you justice, as well as the poor
infants.... I have already the pleasure to see the Register productive of great
good in some particular parishes....
Hanway's efforts did not slacken. He reinforced his visits to work-
houses by publishing books and writing to the newspapers. Taking the
returns for the first complete year, 1763, he found that in eleven parishes
291 children had been received exclusive of those discharged with their
mothers within the year. Of these 16 had been discharged in 1764 and
1765, leaving 275, of whom 256 were dead by the end of 1765. These
parishes he selects as examples of the best and the worst. He concludes
that *we pay very dearly in lives by not taking proper measures to
counteract the effects of Eving in such vast crowds*.68 The next step
was to use the material provided by the registers which, showed the
appalling mortality among children in London workhouses, while the

